Traditionally, in logic, only unary and binary operations are used as basic ones -e.g., "not", "and", "or" -while the only ternary (and higher order) operations are the operations which come from a combination of unary and binary ones. For the classical logic, with the binary set of truth values .{O, l}, the possibility to express an arbitrary operation in terms of unary and binary ones is well known: it follows, e.g., from the well known possibility to express an arbitrary operation in DNF form. A similar representation result for [0, 11-based logic was proven in our previous paper. In this paper, we expand this result to finite logics (more general than classical logic) and to multi-D analogues of the f k z y logic -both motivated by interval-valued fuzzy logics.
Introduction
Traditionally, in logic, only unary and binary operations are used as basic ones -e.g., "not", "and", "or" -while the only ternary (and higher order) operations are the operations which come from a combination of unary and binary ones.
A natural question is: are such combinations sufficient? Le., to be more precise, can an arbitrary logical operation be represented as a combination of unav and binary ones?
For the classical logic, with the binary set of truth values V = {0,1} (={false, true}), the positive answer to this question is well known. Indeed, it is known that an arbitrary logical operation f : V" + V can be represented, e.g., in DIW form and thus, it can indeed be represented as a combination of unary ("not") and binary ("and" and "or") operations.
We are interested in explaining why unary and binary logical operations are the only basic ones. If we assume that the logic of human reasoning is the two-valued (classical) logic, then the possibility to transform every logical function into a DNF form explains this empirical fact.
However, classical logic is not a perfect description of human reasoning: for example, it does not take into consideration&zziness and uncertainty of human reasoning. This uncertainty is taken into consideration in&zzy logic [9, 25, 291. In the traditional fuzzy logic, the set of truth values is the entire interval V = [0, 1] . This interval has a natural notion of continuity, so it is natural to restrict ourselves to continuous unary and binary operations. In [0, 11-based fuzzy logic, an arbitrary logical operation can be represented as a composition of unary and binary ones. However, the [0, 11-based kzzy logic is, by itself, only an approximation to the actual human reasoning about uncertainty.
Indeed, how can we describe the expert's degree of confidence d(S) in a certain statement S? A natural way to determine this degree is, e.g., to ask an expert to estimate his degree of confidence on a scale from 0 to 10. Ifhe selects 8, then we take d ( S ) = 8/10.
To get a more accurate result, we can then ask the same expert to estimate his degree of confidence on a finer scale, e.g., from 0 to 100, etc. For example, if an expert selects 81, we will take d ( S ) = 81/100 = 0.81. Ifwe want an even more accurate estimate, we can ask the 0-7803-7078-3/0U$10.00 (C)u)Ol IEEE. Page: 1991 expert to estimate his degree of confidence on an even finer scale, etc.
The problem with this approach is that experts cannot describe their degrees of too fine scales. For example, an expert can point to 8 on a scale fiom 0 to 10, but this same expert will hardly be able to pinpoint a value on a scale fiom 0 to 100. So, to attain a more adequate description of human reasoning, we must modify the traditional [0, 11-based fuzzy logic. Two types of modifications have been proposed.
One possibility is to take the finest (finite) scale which an expert can still use, and take the values on this scale as the desired degrees of confidence. This approach leads to afinite-valued fuzzy logic, in which the set of truth values V is finite.
This approach has been successfblly used in practice;
Uncertainty of expert estimates is only one reason why we may want to go beyond the traditional [0, 11-valued logic; there are also other reasons: 0 A I-D value is a reqsonable way of describing the uncertainty of a single expert. However, the confidence strongly depends on the it consensus between different experts. We may want to use additional dimensions to describe how many expert share the original expert's opinion, and to what degree; see, e.g., [13, 23] .
0 Different experts may strongly disagree. To describe the dgeree of this disagreement, we also need additional numerical characteristics, which make the resulting logic multi-D; see, e.g., [21] .
In all these cases, we need a multi-D logic to adequately describe expert's degree of confidence.
In this paper, we show that both for finite-valued logics and for multi-D logics, every logical operation can be represented as a composition of unary and binary opsee, e.g., [ 1, 5, 20, 26] . It is therefore desirable to check whether in a finite logic, every operation can be represented as a composition of unary and binary operations.
The problem with finite-valued logics is that the set V of resulting truth values depends on which scale we use.
erations. Thus, we give a general explanation for the above empirical fact.
Instead of fixing a finite set, we can describe the expert's degree of confidence by an interval from [0,1]. For example, if an expert estimates his degree of confidence by a value 8 on a 0 to 10 scale, then the only thing that we know about the expert's degree of confidence is that it is closer to 0.8 @/IO) than to 0.7 or to 0. In interval-valued fuzzy approach, to describe each degree of confidence, we must describe two real numbers: the lower endpoint and the upper endpoint of the comesponding "confidence interval".
that for such sets V , an arbitrary logical operation can be represented as a composition of negation, conjunction ("intersection"), disjunction ("union"), constants, and a special unary operation called absolute truth:
We can go one step further and take into consideration that the endpoints of the corresponding interval are also not precisely known. Thus, each of these endpoints is, in actuality, an interval itself. So, to describe a degree of confidence, we now need four real numbers: two to describe the lower endpoint, and two to describe the upper one.
In general, we get a multi-D hzzy logic. A natural question is: can every (continuous) operation on a multi-D fuzzy logic be represented as a composition of (continuous) unary and and binary operations? Delinition 1. For an arbitrary Boolean algebra B, we define an absolute truth operation t(a) as follows:
The function t is similar to the delta-function 6(z) (see, e.g., [30]), which is defined, crudely speaking, as a function which is different from 0 only at one point z = 0. It is even more similar to Kronecker's "delta"
6,,j which is defined as &,, = 1 if i = j and 6,,j = 0 when i # j: we can easily see that t(u) = 6,,0. 
and is equal to eq(x,a) = 1 when z = a, and to eq(x, a) = 0 when x # a. 
New Result
Let us show that a similar representation can be used to prove this result for an arbitrary finite set V. (For reader's convenience, all the proofs are placed in the special Proofs section.)
Multi-D Logics

What Was Known Before
In the Introduction, we have already mentioned that for 
New Result
Let us show that one can generalize Kolmogorov's theorem and prove that a similar representation holds for multi-D logics as well. 
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. To describe the desired representation, let us pick two different elements fiom the set V and denote them 0 and 1. We will then define three binary operations:
eq(a, b) is defined as eq(a, b) gf 1 when a = b, and eq(a, b) gf 0 when a # b.
V is defined in such a way that 0 V a = a V 0 = a for all a E V ; when a # 0 and b # 0, we can take arbitrary values for a v b, e.g., we can assume that inthiscase,aVb= 1.
A is definedin such a way that 1 A a = a A 1 = a for all a E V; when a # 1 and b # 1, we can take arbitrary values for n A b, e.g., we can assume that in this case, a A b = 0. Now, it can easily checked that an arbitrary operation f(q , . . . , 2,) from V" to V can be represented as
where V is taken over all tuples (a1 , . . . , a,) E V".
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2. This proof is similar to the one presented in [28].
First, since the set V is bounded, we can embed it into a An arbitrary continuous function on a compact set V" can be extended to the entire box An, so we can assume that f maps A" into Rm.
Let us prove that every continuous function f : A" + Rm of three or more variables can be represented as a composition of continuous unary and binary functionsg : A + Rm and h : A' -+ R".
Kolmogorov theorem proves that such a representation is possible for m = 1. Based on the case m = 1, we can now prove the theorem for all m, by using the following argument (its idea is similar to the one presented in [ 181):
We have a functions = f(s('), . . . , dn)) of n variables s(l) = (sl (1) , . . . , s :
...,
For each input (s(l), . . . , s(")), the value
in the m-dimensional space, where by we denoted the i-th component of the point s = f(s@), . . . , d")). 
, s m ) .
When we apply these m functions to n input elements, we get m x n degenerate elements ~i(s(j)) = (sp), . . . , sp)), for all i from 1 to m and for all j l?om 1 ton.
Next, we follow the operations from Kolmogorov's theorem with these degenerate elements, and get the "degenerate"-valued functions ..., To complete the proof, we must therefore "compress" the corresponding functions -e.g., by applying appropriate linear transformation to each coordinate in their ranges. Afier we compressed all these functions, we get not the original function f , but the "compressed" one, so, to get f , we must apply "un-compression" (inverse linear transformation).
By definition, this "un-compression" U is a unary operation which transforms the original set V into a larger set, so to need to make U into a unary logical operation.
Since the set V is simply connected, it is a retract of R" (see, e.g., [15] , Ch. S), i.e., there exists a continuous mapping r : Rm + V for which r ( s ) = s for all s E V. Thus, as the desired unary logical operation, we cantake 6(s) %if r ( U ( s ) ) : theuseofr doesnotchange the result f which was already in V, but brings all the values outside V back into the set V. Q.E.D.
Conclusion
Traditionally, in logic, only unary and binary operations are used as basic ones. In traditional (2-valued) logic, the use of only unary and binary operations is justified by the known possibility to represent an arbitrary n-ary logical operation as a composition of unary and binary ones. A similar representation result is true for the [0, 11-based fuzzy logic. However, the [0,1]-based fuzzy logic is only an approximation to the actual human reasoning about uncertainty. A more accurate description of human reasoning requires that we take into consideration the uncertainty with which we know the values from the interval [0, 1] . This additional uncertainty leads to two modifications of the [0, 11-based fuzzy logic: finite-valued logic and multi-D logic.
We show that for both modifications, an arbitrary n-ary logical operation can be represented as a composition of unary and binary ones. Thus, the above justification for using only unary and binary logical operation as basic ones is still valid if we take interval uncertainty into consideration.
